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Power filed on August 23, 2002, be acknowledged by the Examiner. Applicants further

request that, in accordance with the Associate Power filed on August 23, 2002, the

Patent Office records be changed to reflect that all future correspondence regarding this

matter be mailed to the following:

Karen A. Lowney
Estee Lauder Companies
125 Pinelawn Road
Melville, NY 11747

Summary

This is in response to an Office Action dated May 14, 2003. Claims 1-17

are pending in the application. Claims 1 1 and 13-17 stand withdrawn from consideration

by the examiner as being drawn to a non-elected invention. Claims 1-10 and 12 stand

rejected. The Office Action was made Final.

Reconsideration based on the following amendments and remarks is

respectfully requested,

Election/Restrictions

Applicant acknowledges the withdrawal of claims 1 1 and 13-17 as being

drawn to a non-elected invention but reserves the right to pursue the withdrawn claims in

a divisional application.

Claim Rojectlons - 35 U.S.C. 112

Claim 10 stands rejected under 35 LLS.C. 112, second paragraph, as

being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter

which applicant regards as the invention. According to the Office Action, the claim

scope is uncertain because the use of the trade name "Surlyn" cannot be used properly

to identify any particular material or product.

Claim 10 has been amended to more clearly define the invention. The

trade name Surlyn has been removed and replaced with "a molding resin selected from

a thermoplastic resin and a thermoset resin". Support for the amendment is found in the

specification in the first full paragraph on page 9 (paragraph 0029 in PubL No.; US

2002/01 751 36 A1 ). It is respectfully submitted that by this amendment the rejection of

claim 10 under 35 US,C, 112, second paragraph, as being Indefinite for failing to
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particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which applicant regards as

the invention has been overcome. Reconsideration is respectfully requested.

Claim Rejections - 35 U.S.a 102, or alternatively 35 U.S.C. 102(b)

In the present Office Action, claims 1 , 2, 4» 5 and 7-9 stand rejected under

35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Barriere (3,663,259), or in the alternative,

under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Barriere In view of Nohara

(4,645,925),

With respect the the rejection under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being

anticipated by Barriere, according to the Office Action, the Barriere reference teaches a

container having a first thin-walled bottle with a neck 2 extending from a storage portion,

and a minimum wall thickness, a resin body 5 having a maximum wall thickness at least

three time9 the minimum wall thickness of the storage portion.

Claim 1 has been amended to recite an injection molded resin body over-

molded about the first bottle such that at least the opening in the distal end of the neck is

exposed. Support for these amendments can be found in the specification (last

paragraph on page 5 and last paragraph on page 7 in the specification as filed;

alternatively, paragraphs 0020 and 0029 in Publ. No.: US 2002/0175136 A1), For at

least the following reasons, rt is respectfully submitted that the amendments overcome

the rejection.

A rejection under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) requires that each element of a

pending claim be disclosed in a single prior art reference. The Barriere reference fails to

teach (or suggest) an injection molded resin body over-molded about the bottle. At best

the Barriere reference teaches coating by dipping or casting in a liquid polyester resin

(the state of the art for polyester resins at the time of the Barriere invention). There is

nothing in the Barriere reference that teaches a resin body injection overmolded on a

thin-walled bottle.

Because Barriere does not teach a resin body injection over-molded

about a thin-walled bottle, Barriere does not teach each element of claim 1. The present

invention as recited in claim 1 therefore distinguishes from and is patentable over the

Barriere reference. Thus, with respect to claim 1 as amended, and claims 2, 4, 5 and 7-

9 (which depend from and Include all of the recitations of claiml), the rejection under 35

U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Barriere (3,663,259) is traversed and should be

withdrawn.
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Claims 1 , 2, 4, 5 and 7-9 stand rejected, in the alternative, under 35

U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Barriere in view of Nohara (4,646,925).

According to the Office Action, Nohara teaches that it is known in the art to provide the

outer resin outer body [sic] by injection molding as shown in Fig. 5. The Examiner

asserts that it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to provide the

outer body by injection molding in Barriere as taught by Nohara to provide an alternative

method of making the outer layer.

Applicants respectfully disagree for at least the following reasons.

Combining the teachings of two references requires at least a suggestion

that would motivate one make the combination. This is generally understood to be at

least a suggestion that the combined teachings of the two references would yield a

benefit or an advantage. The Examiner did not assert such a benefit or advantage, and

there is in fact no benefit or advantage taught or suggested in either reference that

would motivate one to combine the teachings of the two references. The two references

in fact address different art areas. Barriere discloses coating a fully formed bottle.

Nohara discloses injection over-molding to make a multilayer pre-form for the eventual

production of a bottle by draw-blow forming. Thus, Nohara teaches injection over-

molding of a pre-form of a bottle, not injection over-molding a resin body about a bottle.

Since there is no suggestion in either reference that a benefit or advantage would be

yielded by combining the references, there would be no motivation to combine these

references. Because there would be no motivation to combine the references, the

rejection of the claims based on the combination is not well taken and should be

withdrawn.

In the unlikely event that one would be motivated to combine the

teachings of the Barriere and Nohara references (as noted above, there would be no

motivation to do so), combining the teachings would not yield the present invention as

claimed. As noted, Barriere teaches coating a resin onto a bottle. Nohara teaches

injection molding a resin outer layer onto a resin pre-form. The resulting multi-layer pre-

form is subsequently draw-blow formed into a finished bottle. The Barriere reference

coats a finished bottle, not a pre-form, and does not teach or suggest subsequent

operations, such as draw-blow molding, to form a finished bottle because none are

necessary. The coated bottle of Barriere is finished, The resulting products of the two

operations are also radically different. The Barriere reference yields a finished glass

bottle with a resin coating. The Nohara reference yields a multi-layer pre-form with a
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resin inner layer, a barrier layer and resin outer layer. There is no teaching or

suggestion that this multi-layer pre-form or any of its individual layers would be suitable

for use in coating a glass bottle. Thus, even if the teachings of Barrlere were combined

with the teachings of Nohara, one might arrive at injection molding a resin outer layer on

a pre-form of a Baniere-like bottle, but one would not arrive at a resin coating on a

finished bottle according to Barrlere.

Because there would be no motivation to combine the Barrlere and

Nohara references, and/or because even if the teachings of Barriere and Nohara were

combined one would not arrive at the present invention as claimed, the rejection of

claims ,1, 2, 4, 5 and 7-9, in the alternative, under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Barriere in view of Nohara (4,646,925) is not .well taken and should be

withdrawn.

Rebuttal of Examiner's Response to Arguments

The Examiner takes the position that the product of the present invention

is the same as or obvious from the product disclosed in the Barriere reference. For at

least the following reasons, Applicants disagree.

In the Office Action, the Examiner asserts that the patentability of a

product does not depend on its method of production. The Examiner goes on to say that

if the product in a product-by-process claim is the same as or obvious from a product of

the prior art
T
the claim is unpatentable even though the prior product was made by a

different process.

While the foregoing assertions may be true, they do not apply to the

present application as recited in the amended claims because the claims are not

product-by-process claims and/or because the product according to the present

invention is not the same as or obvious from the prior product (Barriere). The present

claims are not product-by-process claims because it is well known In the art that an

injection over-molded component has a different molecular level structure than a caste

or dipped component. One of ordinary skill in the art of molding resin components would

readily understand the recital of an injection over-molded component to include the

structural distinction. The recital in the present claims of injection over-molding is

Intended to distinguish the injection over-molded resin body structurally from a resin

body that is not injection over-molded. In this case, the recital distinguishes the claimed
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invention over the Baniere prior art, i.e., a resin body coated on a component by dipping

or casting.

Even if the claims are perceived to be product-by-process claims, the

product of the present invention is not the same as the prior art product because the

prior art product is coated with a dipped or caste resin. The present invention

distinguishes from the prior art with a resin body injection over-molded about the bottle.

A resin body injection over-molded about the bottle is structurally different from a resin

coating that has been otherwise deposited, such as, for example, a resin coating applied

by dipping or casting as in Barriere. For example, it is well known in the art that an

injection over-molded component has a different molecular level structure than a caste

or dipped component. Thus, one of ordinary skill in the art of molding resin components

would readily understand this claim language to include the structural distinction. The

recital in the present claims of injection over-molding is intended to distinguish the

injection over-molded resin body structurally from a resin body that is not injection over-

molded. In this case, the recital distinguishes the claimed invention over the Barriere

prior art. Le, r a resin body coated on a component by dipping or casting.

It is also noted that the U.S. Patent Office has recognized such

distinctions by granting patent claims with such recitals. For example, in the prior art

cited in the present application, Wallace 3,007,594 and Nohara 4,646,925 describe what

,
at first glance could be construed as identical products. Nohara issued almost 30 years

after Wallace, yet it includes as a recitation "...portions are integrally formed of a

thermoplastic polyester...". While this appears to be product-by-process language, it is

more clearly understood by those skilled in the art as structurally distinguishing the

component from non-integrally formed components.

The present invention as claimed is not obvious from the Barriere product

because, at the time of the Barriere invention, polyester resins and methods for

manufacturing articles from such resins were thought to be unsuitable for coating articles

by injection molding due to process limitations of injection molding at the time, e.g., high

temperature and high pressure. This was particularly a problem with coating of hollow

thin-walled glass articles such as bottles, which are fragile and break easily when

subjected to heat and/or pressure. Thus, polyester resins were thought to be suitable

only for coating such articles by dipping or casting. It would therefore not have been

contemplated at the time of the Barriere invention to make a coated article by injection

overmolding with polyester resin.
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As noted above, the present claims call for overmolding by injection,

which yields a unique product, a bottle enclosed in an injection molded resin body. The

Barriere reference does not disclose overmolding by injection, and therefore, the

Barriere reference does not disclose the product yielded by the present invention and

does not disclose each of the elements of the present claims. Accordingly, the Barriere

reference cannot support a rejection of the present claims under 35 U.S.C. 102(b). For

at least the foregoing reasons, it Is respectfully submitted that the rejection of claims 1

,

2, 4, 5, 7-9 and 12 under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Barriere is

inappropriate and should be withdrawn.

Claim Rejections - 35 U.S.C. 103

Claims 3, 6, 10 and 12 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Barriere in view of, respectively, Frye et al. (4138027), Shaffer

(3006780), Richie (3738524) and Reinhard (3870188). In each case, the Office Action

asserts that Barriere "meets all claimed limitations except"... with the exception being

met by the respective second reference.

As detailed above, Barriere falls short of meeting all claimed limitations.

In particular, Barriere, nor any other cited reference, teaches or suggests overmolding a

finished bottle by injection. As noted above, overmolding by injection yields a

structurally unique resin body that is not disclosed by Barriere or any other cited

reference. Furthermore, Barriere, either alone or in combination with any other cited

reference, falls to suggest the claimed invention because none of the references teach

or suggest that any benefit or advantage would be achieved by injection overmolding the

structure of the present invention. Because Barriere either alone or in combination with

the other cited references does not teach or suggest injection overmolding the structure

according to the present invention, Barriere fails to meet all of the claim limitations and

cannot support the rejection of claims 3, 6 # 10 and 12 under 35 U.S.C. 103(a).

Accordingly, It Is respectfully submitted that the rejection of claims 3, 6, 10 and 12 under

35 U,S.C. 103(a) be withdrawn.

In view of the amendments and remarks above, it is respectfully

submitted that the present Invention is patentable over the cited prior art. Early and

favorable consideration is respectfully requested. Applicants reserve the right to file
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division, continuation and continuation-in-part applications to prosecute any inventions or

species.

Submitted concurrently herewith Is a Petition for Extension of Time to

extend the time to respond by three months from August 14, 2003 to November 14,

2003. The Petition Includes authorization for the Commissioner to charge the fee for

extension to Deposit Account No. 05-1320.

Also submitted concurrently herewith is an Information Disclosure

Statement By Applicant (1 page) listing two references (US 2,013,382 and US

3,007,594) that may be relevant to this application.

If there are any other issues remaining which the Examiner believes could

be resolved through telephone contact, the Examiner is respectfully encouraged to call

the undersigned at the telephone number indicated below.

November 14, 2003

Estee Lauder Companies
125 Pinelawn Road
Melville, New York 11747
631-53M195

Respectfully submitted,

Martin W. Haerter, Esq.

Reg. No. 37,842
Attorney for Applicant
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UNiTED STATES PATENT OFFICE

METHOD OF MAKING MUWIfLE BOTTLES
Charles"te. Garwood, Baltimore, aM* assignor to

.
Carr-Lottrrer Glass Co., Baltimore* MdL

: AppUd»«cf7i November i, IM3, Serial No. 998,707

4 Claims. (CL 3D)

So*

3ft

35

50

05.

This invention relates .to a new and improved
method: of producing multiple bottles or potties
having two or mare separate compartments with
separate closures.

, It Is the. practice, in packaging some kinds of
merchandise, to use two or' mare separate bot-
tles in* a single Holder for containing different
kinds of preparations, : For' example, Ink eradi-
cators have been placed on the market with two
diCereat kinds of .fluids contained In separate
bottles which, aro sold as a unit. Preparations
tor the treatment of the -finger nana are simi-
larly marketed and the same holds true with
.various other kinds otf ; products supplied to the
Public. In. all such cases It has been the prac-
tice* as before stated, to use separate Dottles but
this has its disadvantages,. Not only does it re-
quire special containers far holding the set of
bottles while being shipped and while in use, but
frequently,one bottle of a set will became lost so
that the remainder of the merchandise becomes
uwuseatole.

It is. an pnject of the invention to provide *
muItiple bOtUe of glass which has separate com-
partments, . the

;
Compartments betag provided

with;innfvidua! closures which can be separately
removed' to/afford access to the- respective com-

- partments,
ft is? further object of toe invention to pro-

vide; a*multiple, compartment bottle, molded in a
slngfe piece of glass so that when the respective
compartments, are filled, there is no danger of
losing. s>ny. part, of the complete milt.

It is a further object to provide a one-piece
multiple compartment bottle which does not re-*

quire a special, container for holding the units
assembled ..and can. therefore, be packed and
isold .at lower post, than where the merchandise
is; formed of two or,more separate bottles hel'£
Mtnin a speciaily. constructed opntalner.

"

,
Tl\c. present method of., producing a gla& con-

tainer with a single compartment includes the
stop of drawing, glass by vacuum into a blank
jnpld or by feeding a gob. into, the mold. A neck
ring and pKwger are fitted to one end of the
mold, and flhe glass is then forced Into the neck
ring.and about jheVftw'ger, - The neck ring****
termines the" outside size end chape of the neck
and the plunger determine^ the size and shape
ot the opening in the neck.. When the plunger is

removed it leaves a recess in the blank Into which
air is blown to complete the formation of a par-
isoh in the, blank mold, and subsequently the
final expansion of the parlson within the blow
mold is effected.

.
In carrying out the present method it is de-

signed to feed the glass to a blank mold by either
of the methods etated. The.present method dif-
fers from former ones, however, in that the blank
mold is provided with a neck ring having two
or more openings and each opening is provided
with the usual plunger so that the resulting par-
lson is made up of a single blank with spaced
necks and with a recess extending within each
neck. Then after the withdrawal of the plung-
ers and the expansion of the blank, the parlson
is deposited in a blow mold Of proper design to
which air Is supplied under pressure. The parl-
son Is thus expanded to form a single one-piece

. bottle having; separate noa^cemmunicating
compartments each of' which has Its own indi-
vidual neck.
A modification of tfre method consists in pro-

ducing separate blanks each with a single neck
and recess and then transferring the separate
pardons to a blow mold where they are subjected
simultaneously to the action of air under pres-
sure. This results in expanding the parisdns
until their adjoining portions come together and
merge to form a partition, the resultant bottle
thus being provided with a number of compart-
ments egual to the number of parlsons employed
and which compartments are separated by the
partition. The entire etructure becomes unified
so as to become a one-piece container, each com-
partment being formed with its Individual neck.
In order , that the several steps of the method

may be more clearly understood reference is had
to the accompanying drawings wherein
Figure 1 is a section through a portion of a

blank mold showing by mil lines, the partially
formed blank extending into a multiple neck
ring, and by dotted lines,, the completed parison.

. Figure 3 Is a similar view showing a parisou
supported within a blow mold, prior to the with-
drawal of the neck ring and the application of
the blow bead.
Figure 3 is a section through the blow mold

showing the fully expanded parlson therein.
.Figure 4 is an elevation of a multicompart-

ment bottle produced by the method described*
'

• Figure 5 is a view blmUar to* Figure i; showing
separate blank molds.
Figure 9 la a view of a blow mold showing sep-

arate parlsons suspended therein prior to the
application of title blow head.
Figure 7 is a view ahowing the parlsons fol-

lowing the final blowing operation, the said par-
lsons being merged to produce a one-piece con-
tainer.
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• Figure 8 Is a flection on line 8—0. Figure 6.

Figure 9 la a section on line 3—8, Figure 7;

Referring to the figures by characters of refer*

ence t designates a blank mold of any suitable

constructtoh having a neck ring 2 formed with,

separate openings 3 into which plungers 4 pro-

ject. . Following the formation of 4 blank from
the glae* Q deposited, in the mold I, the parisoti

i* transferred in any manner to a blow mold $ the
blow head 6 of which is so constructed that air

under pressure can be directed simultaneously bo

the respective recesses 7 In the parlson T. Thus
the parlson Will be expanded to produce a finished

Article as shown in Figure 3, -arid, by hating
recesses 1 of equal sizes and directing into them
eudal pressure, the separata .co^mpartnients . C
formed in Che bottle B will be of equal area* and
will be separated by an Integral partition or di-

viding wall W*
. As shown particularly-' in Figure 4 the bottle

thus,produced will'have a neck N for each com-
partment C and .these necks cau. be provided

with individual closures so that either compart-
ment can be opened independently of the other.

[ While the bottle illustrated contains only two
compartment* it is to be understood that it Will

be possible to make a multiple bottle with mora
than two compartments* ' Such a modified design
is so obvious that det^ed illustration thereof is

not believed necessary.
- In Figure S two blank moldshave been Indicated

at' 8 and each of these Is provided with a neck
.ring's and a plunger le. One neck ring with
two or more openings can be used with the two
or more blank molds or, under some conditions,

each' blank mold would have its own neck ring.

Xn carrying out the method it is merely essential

that the required number of blames or parlsons

be twins*erred into a single blow mold i I after

which all of the parlsons are subjected simul-
taneously to the action of air under pressure so as

to expand them to their proper -shapes, the
shaping of the parlsons in the blow mold wfU re-

sult in bringing them together along their ad-
joining portions ' and those part* which come to-

gether will become unified and produce a partition

or dividing wallW separating the respective com-
partmenta'C' in the bottle B\

Obviously bottles produced- by the method de-
scribed can be made of attractive designs and
can be supplied to customers without requiring
the use of holders or containers such as hereto-
fore used where two or more bottles have been
sold as a unit. By reducing the operations re-

quired in the production of the multiple bottle
. the; coat of production is reduced- 'Furthermore
•the amount of glass necessary in the production
of one.multlple bottle is somewhat less than that
nece&d&ry where single bottles of the same
capacity are produced separately. Thus multiple
•bottles Buch as described can be supplied to the

'

trade at lower cost -than groups' of single bottles

and .a still further saying can be effected by the
elimination of special holders such as required
Where separate bottles are used.

_

. Importance is attached to the fact that the'

articles covered by trils;'application can be manu-

factured by the same movements of a bottle mak-
ing machine as in making an ordinary single

bottle.

What is claimed la:

L The- method of producing a multiple com-
partment container having; a separate neck -for

each compartment, which includes the step of

forcing glass into separate neck ring openings
to produce a single blank having separate spaced
necks projecting therefrom, and separata recesses

extending, into :the respective necks, thereafter-

shaping the blank into a paxteofc, tfien. trans-'

ferrtttg the initially shaped.. parlson to a blow,
mold, and- finally directing air under pressure

through the separate formed necks into the sepa-

rate recesses, thereby to give the glass its final,

shape and form separate compartmente in com-
munication with the respective necks.

:

'2. The method of producing a multiple com-:

partment -one-piece container' having, a separate

neck for each compartment, which, includes the
step of forcing a single gob off' glaes into sepa^

rate neck ring openings to form'.* single blank
having spaced separate necks each 'with a' recess

opening thereinto* thereafter Initially, blowing,the

biantt to produce a parlson; then tran&ferring the

initially- shaped parlson to a blow mold, and
finally directing air under pressure simultaneously

.

through all of the farmed necks and into all of

the recesses thereby to give the glass ' its final

shape and form separate compartments, in com-
munication with the respective necki said-com-
partments, being separatedby an integral.dividing

wall.
'•".'

./ - V

3. .The method of producing. a multiple. com-
partment one-piece container haying a separate

neck for each comparftnent, which Includes* the

step of forcing a single gob of glass simul-

taneously into separate neck ring openings, .ttieie^

by to produce a single blank having, separate

spaccdnecks each with a recess .extending therV
into, thereafter' Initially blowing the -blank to

expand the recesses and produce a parlson, then
transferring • the parlson io - a - blank - mold* - and
finady directing air under pressure through the'

formed necks andMnto tile' respective :recesses,

thereby to expand the parieon- to' 1ts flnal.^napa

and form separate compartments In'communica-

.

tion with-the respective necks,- saJdcoropjartanents

being separated by an.lntogral dividing wall'. ,

'•-

4. The method, of produolrig' a multiple com-
partment' one-piece, container' having a separate

neck lor each .compartment," which Includes the
step of depositing molten gljttts in- a blank, mold'
and allowing it to flow into position within sepa-

rate neck ring openings at thebottom of the mold
.thereby to form' a/single blank. hav*h|r,

:
sep'arate

nooks each- with a • rece&s ' extending . .thereinto,

thereafter initially blowing the Wank, to frimiil-

taneoueiy 'efnlarge both recesses and produce a
pardon, then, t^naferring ^the initially shaped
parlson to a Wow mold,,and thereafter directing

•air under .pressure" 'eimultoebusly througrh -all

of the formed necks and into all of- -the recesses;

thereby to give the, glass .'its final shape ah4
•form separate non-comrounlcat^ compartmente
-opening into Che respective necks.

'
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This invention relates gcrtex&lly to fragile articles and
more particularly to glass containers which have im-

proved resistance to breakage dan to mechanical shock.

More spccmcatly this nwcnn'on £a directed to articles arch
as glass containers having a surface which h modified by
application of a plastic coating or casing thereto for the

purpose of making tbe articlesless susceptible* to cracking

or breaking duo to mechanical Impact and to a method
for making soch plastic coated oOotaincrft,

It baa been customary in order to nuorinuo breakage
to encase large gloss containers, sucb as carboys, in paes>

ing material alt of which is placed in a cardboard or
wooden box. These have been found to have a number
of disadvantages Including bnlklness and excessive weight.

In addition with some of the large carboy* of m% and one-

. half gallona capacity and which may be -used for holding
drinking water, the cost of the packing has exceeded the

cost of the liquid stored therein. Finally in spite of all

of the packing material used plua its enclosing carton, the

glass carboy baa often been broken in shipping. Where
the carboy centains corrosive chemicals, there also tbb

danger of damaging other containers,nearby or injuring

indirvdunls who have to bandte the carboys*

la the manufacture of protective plastic casing* for

fragile articles it would be desirable to form the same
with waits with variable density in order that the casings

will be stronger in certain areas so as to withstand tbe

added stress and strain they have to undergo En contrast

to areas which are subject to less shock which can be
made less dense. This has the further advantage in that

it results in a more efficient utilization of a given amount
of molding material used to make the casing.

In view of tbe above problems flasntaalrd with packing
fragile containers for snipping it is an object of this in-

ventino to provide the containers which have a greater

resistance to mechanical breakage.

It is another object of this invention to provide a eoat-

rng for a container which is less bulky and lighter in weight
than present, packing containers used to encase fragile

articles*

A farther object or this invention Is to provide a fragile

container with a coating of variable density for protection

against breakage whereby tht? density and therefore the

strength of the coating will be greatest where the container

is subject to the greatest mechanical Impact and-shock.

A further object of this invention is to provide a method
for fabricating the walla of casing* whose walla will be
adapted to withstand variable stresses and strains.

A further object of thn invention b to provide a pre*

ferred method for shaping plastic casings in which the

walls are denser in those areas m4?ject to greater stress

and shock and less dense in those areas which, are subject

to leaser stress and shock
A further object is to provide a method for producing

cellolar plastic casings in which the plastic materials

which make up the casing* are more efficiently utilised

to provide casings of maximum strength under varying

conditions of stress, strain and shock.

2
A further object is lo provide a method tor producing

cellolar elastic casings which are lighter and yet stronger
.

than comremional casings presently being employed m
which the plastic materials wbkh make up tbe casings are

9 more efficiently utilised to provide casings o£ maximum
strength under varying conditions of stress, strain and
shock.

It is a still further object of tbe present* mventibn, to

provide a protective surface for a fragile- article which is

10 considcrabty tea* expenafve than convenrional packing car-

tons for the same purpose. These and other objects wiH-

be apparent from tbe description which follows.

The present invention onuipitaea a novel pfostxo coated
fragile article having a coating of ccunlar plastic* prefer*-

15 ablly polystyrene, of differential density. In the preferred
crnbauunent the coatirjg is made adherent to tbe fragile-,

article Due to the differences in density of the pory-
Styrene eoatrng, the strength thereof b greatest where the
density reaches a maximum and least where tbe density

£0 reaches a xruainjuxou The present mventna also includes
a. method for manufacturing the aforementioned plastic

coated containers and incidentally thereto discloses ap-
paratus for effecting the same.
Th» present invention will be more completely undcr>

gn stood by reference to the foilowing drawings in which:
FIGURE 1 Is a perforated meld in section partly filled

wfth beat expansible plastic beads which are partially

expanded.
FIGURE 2 shows the article or carboy to be encased

gO i* centrally positioned within the mold cavity.

FIOURB 3 shows the moM cavity incompletely filled

with additional beat expansible platffc beads.
FIGURE 4 shows the mold in closed position,

FIGURE 5 shows the mold closed with beat applied

&5 causing an expansion of the beads to enclose completely
tbe carboy.

FIGURE 6 is a sectional view of a plastic coated bottle

xnada in jmi^wrffttv.* with this mvuohon.
FIGURE 7 is similar to FIGURE 4 bat shows a non-

40 perforated mold of different configuration.

Referring to the drawings, the plastic coated container
1 shown in FIGURE 6, consists of a glass bottle G en-
veloped by a foamed plastic coating 2 of polystyrene of
variable density. The most dense area is indicated hs c,

45 a .leas dense area aa b
t
and the least dense area as a.

Since area c is the most dense with polystyrene, it h alno

the stronger which is most desirable since this is the area
which la subject to the most mechanical shock due largely

to dropping of the plastic coated container. Area h which

BO b less dense b found to be subject, to the next greatest

amount of mechanical shock doe larsocty to lateral com*
pressive forces, Finally it has been noted that area a
b usually subject to the least mechanical shock. How-
ever, thb area b the least dense and accordingly has the

64 least strength. The net resell is that for a given amount
of a plastic plastic to be uacd as a coating, the plastic

coated container of this invention provides the most effi-
,

dent utilisation of the plastic. It wtQ be noted that if
'

the container had a foamed plastic coating of uniform

qq density, tbe strength thereof would be the same through-
out such that certain areas which are subject to (he least

ameruit of Shock would be atiuugui than necessary while

areas which need to withstand greater impacts Emm me-
chanical forces would be of no greater density or strength,

gg and accordingly would be more prone to breakage in

those areas.
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The relationship of density of teamed or cellular plastic

to strength is illustrated by the following table:

TABLE I

Correlation of strength wUh dfrutty

Density of Of.'lulnr PalT3l«yirno
Cn&UBff

r/nrtfltchtd JmjMict
BtcrmclB (boa

2p PCI* CU. jj*mmmtw- — — -

% Ift. p& tlUt lt.....l.JU»...w ••• •

IB
an
69

2 In. lbs. per in.

i» id. lbs. per in.
sj» id. lb*, per In.

will be true where iron mold* are used instead of alu-

minum molds. The Introduction of the steam rcantts not

only in expanding the beads further so as to fill the mold
cavity m arcss 13 and 14 (compare FIGURES 4 and 5),

5 but also causes the bead? to frto and coalesce In such a
manner that the area around the neck of the container is

least dense. The most dense area* and therefore the

strongest, is the plastic which lies along the bottom and

b indicated by c. Fart of this increased density is doe

10 (o the entrantoeat of the bead particles (see FIGURE t)
which does not permit the bead partictn located hi this

area to expand freely and therefore to become less dense.

So w to en9mB a free flow of gas generated fa the mold
cavity, bleed passages 7 for the gas to escape are pro-

15 Tided. In the preferred mode of operation an adhesive

4 b first applied to the container before insertion of the

carboy G into the moid (see FIGURE 2h M men-
tioned above it baa been noted that the protective plastic

coating ts still more lesistaxtt to breakage 5f an adhesive

fiO 4 is applied between the plastic % and container 1 as

shown in FIGURE o. After completion of tins molding

cycle fbe mold is allowed to cool, usually from 1 to 6
minutes, and the encased carboy thereafter removed.

This cooling 4ep may he accelerated by passing water

25 through the hollow walls 6 of the mold after the steam
heating step has been completed.

FIGtKB 7 is similar to FIGURE 4 except that the

article Is of a different shape and corresponding part* are

inchested by letter and number with a prime C) tbere-

39 after. It win be noted in FlGTJPJB 7 mat neither the

upper noy lower mold member has perforated walla to

permit- the steam to come into direct contact with the

plastic beads lor purposes of effecting an expansion and
coalescence thereof* The apparatus of FIGURE 7 may
be said to he flmstramre of Indirect steam heating of the

plastic beads in contrast to the apparatus of FIGURES
1-5 which is fflnstrativo of direct steam heating of the

plasfcbeada.

Various adhesive* either of the (1) drying type or

!) thermosetting type may be used. Representative of
the drying type ereMbtoqu a resin, or rubber anml-
aura, made by the Marfan Corporation, Gary. IncL* or
StyroBrip 145-A a resin ox robber solvent; made by the

Hughes Ghie Company, Detroit, Mich, Typical of the

thermosetting type are Hysol 2020 made by Houghton

Jt will be apparent from the foregoing table that if.

in FIGURE 6 the cellular polystyrene plastic has a 2 lb*

per cu. ft density in area af a 4 lb. per cu* ft density

In area b, and a 6 lb. per cu. ft. density in area c, the sur-

face of the plastic coated article will exhibit varying de-

grees of strength.

Although the density of plastic coating may vary from
2 to .6 lbs- per cu, ft., higher and lower ranges of den-

sities may be employed depending upon how fragile the

article being enclosed is. In certain applications densities

ranging from 1 lb. per cu, ft to a. maximum of 3 lb* per

cu, ft may satisfactorily be employed.

rt has also been noted that protective plastic lining hi

more effective if an adhesive 4 b applied between, the

plastic 2 and container 1 as shown in FIGURE 6.

The foam encased ghfis articles of the present invectkn
have been found extremely resistant to breakage in spite

of thdr light weight For example, a 6** gallon carboy

eaeased in a conventional packing arid wood enclosed box
weighs 3<HA lbs. and wfK not survive a drop test of 85
inches. On the other hand a foam encased 6V4 gallon

carboy of this invention weighs only 18V* lbs. and does

not break from the maximum testing distance used;

namely. 90 mete. The test referred to Ss the standard

LC.C swing test which consists of placing the carboy
filled with water in a awing cradle and then swinging the

cradle iu pendulum fashion against on impact block for 40 (2) thermoeetfiiig type may benused.

distances from 55" to 90". Whether the impact was di-

rected against the skSe or bottom of the encaaed carboy,

no breakage of the bottle occurred although in some testa

involving side impacting the casing exhibited some crack-

ing. However, this cracking did not occur where an adhe- _ __

stv* was employed between the carboy and Outer plastic 49 laboratories, Oleari, and Epoa VI made by the

caring. Shell Chemical Corporation, New York Cfty, which are

The method and apparatus for making the plastic both of the cold setting epoxy type,

coated articles of this Invention may best be understood As a specific example of a suitable adhesive there can

by reference to FIGURES 1 through 5 incfcmve- More he meutioocd, fiar instance, a liquid epoxy resin known
specifically the steps in molding the plastic coated articles 60 as Epon 828 having an epoxide equivalent of 175-210

of this hxventiod include first partly filling moid 3* winch and a Gardner-HoWt viscosity at 25* C. of 50-150 poises,

and prepared by the reaction of Bisphsuul-A with epi-

chlorohydrm to obtain condensation polymers having a
basic structure believed to be as follows:

has hollow walls 6 with perforations Jt» on Hi inner sur-

face, with beat expansible plastic beads P which are par-

tially expanded as shown in FIGURE 1 and thereafter

CHii

o

centrally positioning by means of support 5 within the

mold cavity the article or carboy G to be encased as fed**

cattd by FIGURE 2. With the carboy in position the

mold is incompletely filled with additional heat rTrrmmihte

plastic heads as fflustrated by FIGURE 3. Mold 3 h
then closed by upper mold member 9t which is not per-

forated, and scaling piste 10 aa shown by FIGURE 4.

Superheated dry steam at 220-280' F. and 10-30 p*.l

is introduced into the hollow mold walls * and UL as

shown by FIGURE $ from a source of steam (not shown).
The molding cycle takes from 15 to 60 seconds with per-

forated mold members depending upon the temperature

of the steam and the material from which the mold Is

made Of course where non-perforated mold numbers
19 employed the heating cycle viO be longer. The same

Ofit

This resin >s cured by mixture with about six parts of

diefhylanrinoptopylajnjne per 100 parts of resin. This
mixture is coated on the container to which the plastic

covering hi to be bonded.
45 A plastic suitable for encasing the containers includes

a poiystyreflo &Uah a* Dytito which h in the form of

beads and manufactured by the Koppers Company, Inc*
Pittsburjib, Pa. These polystyrene beads contain a vola-

tile liquid, xjrpentanct as an expanding agent Particulate
TO potystyrene containing any volable liquid expanding agent

can be employed. These beads can be given a prc-ex-

panaion treatment which consists of heating the original

or virgin beads from 160-240* F. until densities ranging

from I to 5 lbs. per cubic foot are obtained depending
70 upon the density desired. However, soy plastic can be
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used which u capable of being formed and further ex-

panded Upon the application of additional heal in the

manner described above.
It ia understood that the invention described above is a

preferred embodiment particularly as exemplified by the

direct steam- heating method and apparatus; and that cer-

tain variations can be made without limiting the scope
of the invention herein disclosed: By way of example the

moid cavity may have other shapes than that shown and
tbo upper mold member 9 may also he perforated.

Moreover, the ateam heating means may be placed by
other heating means such as by resistance or inductance

electrical hearing, if found desirable, Xn addition other

fluids than 9tcam capable of being heated to high tempera-
lures without decampojution may be employed. To faciU*

taic removal of the encased carboy the mold members
3 and 9 may be coated with any of the well-known moid
release agents or lubricants such as the silicones. Finally

the carboy may be preheated prior tr> placement in the

6

10

15

shock and the area of lesser density is adjacent to that
area of the inner fragile portion which is subject to a
lesser external mechanical shock.

2. The container of claim 1 in which the inner fragile

portion b glass*

3. The container of claim t in which, the inner fragile

portion is wood.
4. The container of claim 1 in which the outer plastic

covering is polystyrene.

5. The. container of claim 1 in which the outer plastic

covering ia of substantially uniform thickness*

& A container of increased resistance to roech&riical

breakage comprising an inner fragile, portion having an
an* subject, m the nomal handling of said container, to

'

a greater external mechanical shock than another area
of said inner fragile portion, an outer plastic covering
chaTBctErbsed by bavins a caHnlar structure and areas'

of lesser and greater density wherein the area, of greater
density, is adjacent to that' area of the inner fragile por-

mold so a* to avoid any breakage due to thermal shock 20 tioa which is subject to a greater external mechanical
during the heating of the plastic bead*. Other appro-

priate changes may be made within the skill of one fa-

miIfor with the art without circumscribing or limiting

the invention set forth herein, and the invention may take

other forms as a result of these changes and yet come
within the scope of the appended claims.

Although glass has been shown as the piefeiicd com-
position of the article being encased by the plastic, it is

to bo understood that the article to be encased may be
made of wood or plastic.

From the foregoing descriptton it win be apparent that

the applicant has devised a plastic coated article, includ-

ing a method and apparatus for making the same, which
h light in weight, resistant to mechanical impact and
relatively inexpensive to make. 35
Having thus described the invention H wOl be evident

to those skilled in the art that various modifications may
be made which would not depart from the spirit of the

present invention as defined in the following cleiCOT.

What I claim is: 40
1. A container of increased rodsfance to mechanical

breakage comprising an inner fragile portion having an.

area subject, irj the normal handling of said container,

to n greater external mecbanical shock than another
area of sold inner fragile portion* and an outer plastic 45
covering characterized by having a cellalar structure and
areas of lesser and greater density wherein the area of

greater density is adjacent to that area of the inner fragile

portion which is subject to a greater external mechanical

shuck end the area Of leaaor density is adjacent to that

area of the inner fragile portion which is subject to a
leaser external mechanical shock; and aq adhesive layer

joining said inner portion with said outer covering.

25 7. The container of claim 6 in which the inner fragile

portion is wood*
&. The container of claim 6 in which thg inner fragile

portion is glass.

9. Tbo container of claim 6 jn which the outer plastic

30 covering is porystyrene.

10. The container of claim 6 la which the outer plastic

covering b of substantially uniform thickness.

2,552,641

2,665,310

2,706.571

2,727,278
2,781,551

2.830,72*
2,910,730

2,929,525
2,*42,30l

289,213

542,946
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